We demonstrate enhancement of second-harmonic generation efficiency in sub-wavelength resonant nanostructures supporting optically induced magnetic response. This is achieved through simultaneous excitation of electric and magnetic multipoles at the second-harmonic wavelength and their constructive interference.
Introduction
Nonlinear optical properties of nanoscale structures are known to differ substantially from those of bulk media because they are affected by strong confinement effects and local resonances [1] . A strong field enhancement and the formation of 'hot spots' boost dramatically nonlinear effects in resonant nanostructures [2] . In the case of metasurfaces, completely new nonlinear regimes are realized due to their magnetic response. Whereas magnetic effects in conventional materials are weak at optical frequencies, the resonance frequency of plasmonic and dielectric nanoparticles and, consequently, the frequency at which metamaterials are magnetically active, can readily be achieved at mid-IR and even optical frequencies. In this paper, we analyze, both experimentally and theoretically, SHG from a square lattice of metal-dielectric-metal nanodisks in the vicinity of optically-induced electric and magnetic resonances. We demonstrate excitation and interference of the magnetic and electric multipoles, resulting in the observation of a strong enhancement of SHG signal near the optically-induced magnetic resonance.
Results and discussions
We employ metasurfaces formed by a regular array of metal-dielectric-metal disk-like nanoparticles [3] . We use two metal disks separated by a dielectric layer to obtain two distinct resonant modes of the meta-atom excited by incident light at two different wavelengths. The samples were fabricated on a glass substrate using an electron-beam lithography, followed by an e-beam evaporation of Au, MgF 2 and Au layers and by a sequential lift-off procedure. The SEM image of the metasurface is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The inset shows a side view of a single meta-atom. In our sample, the thicknesses of two Au disks and MgF 2 layer are 30 nm. The meta-atom has a bottom diameter of 140 nm. They are arranged into a square lattice with a 400 × 400 nm 2 unit cell.
We experimentally study second-order optical response of the metasurface for both normal and oblique incidence for two linear TM and TE polarizations of the fundamental beam, as shown schematically in Figs. 1(b,c). Figure 1 (d) shows linear transmission spectra (grey curve). The spectra are featured by two resonances centered at 640 nm and 790 nm wavelengths. Blue and red dots in Fig. 1(d) show experimental spectra of the SHG intensity measured at the incidence angle ϕ = 30 o for the two linear polarizations. The SHG spectroscopy is performed using a Titaniumsapphire laser (100 fs pulses, 80 MHz repetition rate, spectral range 720 -855 nm) as a source of the fundamental radiation. Both SHG spectra show a pronounced efficiency enhancement near the resonance at 790 nm wavelengths.
In order to gain a deeper insight into the experimental results and the physical nature of the SHG process stimulated by resonant metasurfaces, we perform complimentary numerical calculations of the SHG spectra, both at the fundamental and at second-harmonic wavelengths. The linear transmission is calculated by the generalized-source method (GSM). Theoretically calculated spectra correlate well with the experiment. To calculate the response at the SH frequency, we use a recently developed nonlinear extension to GSM [4] . This nonlinear GSM is an efficient frequency domain method for solving the problems of light diffraction by periodic structures containing both linear and nonlinear optical media. The SHG spectra at 30 o incident angle for two linear polarizations of fundamental wave determined by this approach, are shown in Figs. 1(d) as solid red and blue lines. To understand the difference in the SHG efficiency observed at two resonances, we apply the multipolar expansion method in accord with the following definitions,
Here P ω (r) = ε 0 [ε r (ω) − 1]E ω (r) is the polarization at the location point r, with E ω (r) being the electric field and ε r relative electric permittivity, and p ω , m ω , and Q ω ,i j are the electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and electric quadrupole of the nanodisk meta-atom, respectively. Importantly, Eqs. (1) include the contributions of both displacement and conductive currents if the frequency dispersion of ε r is taken into account. The power spectra corresponding to the three types of multipoles, as well as the spectrum of the total emitted power are presented in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) for both TM and TE polarized fundamental waves, respectively. It can be seen that for TE-polarized wave the SHG emitted by the multipoles interfere constructively as the total radiated power is higher than the power produced by any single multipole. In contrast, for TM-polarization, the multipoles at the second harmonic interfere destructively, reducing the total SHG power.
In conclusion, we have studied the second-harmonic generation from a metasurface composed of metal-dielecticmetal nanodisks which support simultaneous resonant excitation of three different types of multipoles, namely electric dipole, magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole at the second-harmonic wavelength. We have demonstrated that the fields from the multipoles can interfere constructively, or destructively depending on the polarization of a fundamental wave. The ability to engineer constructive interference of resonant modes in composite nanoparticles pave a way towards novel efficient platforms of optically-thin nonlinear metasurfaces.
